Libros de Inglés - Educación Inicial y Primaria 2014

Nursery Morning, 3 Year Olds
My little Island 1
Pupil’s and Activity Book
Leone Dyson
Pearson

Nursery Afternoon, 3 Year Olds
Sprinkles 1
Student’s Book and Activity Pad
Rebecca Williams
Richmond Publishing

Pre-Kindergarten, 4 Year Olds
My little Island 2
Pupil’s and Activity Book
Leone Dyson
Pearson
Readers: Floppy's Phonics Fiction
Stage 2 mixed pack of 6 (978 0 19 911 719 2)
Oxford

Kindergarten 5 Year Olds
My little Island 3
Pupil’s and Activity Book
Leone Dyson
Pearson
Readers: Floppy's Phonics Fiction
Stage 4A mixed pack of 6 (978 0 19 848524 7)
Oxford

FORM I
Our English World 1
Student’s Book, Grammar Book and Workbook
Macmillan
Science and Geography 1
Readers: Floppy's Phonics Fiction
Stage 6 mixed pack of 6 (978 0 19 911851 9)
Oxford

FORM II
Our English World 2
Student’s Book, Grammar Book and Workbook
Macmillan
Science and Geography 2
Reader: Amrita and the Trees
Classic Tales Level 2
Oxford
FORM III
Our English World 3
Student’s Book, Grammar Book and Workbook
Macmillan
Science and Geography 3
Reader: The Heron and the Humming Bird
Classic Tales level three
Oxford

FORM IV
Our English World 4
Student’s Book, Grammar Book and Workbook
Macmillan
Science and Geography 4
Reader: The Curse of the Mummy by Joyce Hannam
Dominoes One. Oxford University Press

FORM V
Our English World 5
Student’s Book, Grammar Book and Workbook
Macmillan
Science and Geography 5
Reader: The Canterville Ghost by Oscar Wilde
B1.2 Black Cat Publishing

FORM VI
Our English World 7
Student’s Book, Grammar Book and Workbook
Macmillan
Science and Geography 6
Reader: Jane Eyre by Charlotte Brontë
B1.2 Black Cat Publishing